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Abstract
Opinion formation and innovation diffusion have gained lots of attention in the last decade due to its
application in social and political science. Control of the diffusion process usually takes place using
the most influential people in the society, called opinion leaders or key players. But the opinion
leaders can hardly be accessed or hired for spreading the desired opinion or information. This is
where informed agents can play a key role. Informed agents are common people, not distinguishable
from the other members of the society that act in coordination. In this paper we show that informed
agents are able to gradually shift the public opinion toward a desired goal through microscopic
interactions. In order to do so they pretend to have an opinion similar to others, but while interacting
with them, gradually and intentionally change their opinion toward the desired direction. In this paper
a computational model for opinion formation by the informed agents based on the bounded
confidence model is proposed. The effects of different parameter settings including population size of
the informed agents, their characteristics, and network structure, are investigated. The results show
that social and open-minded informed agents are more efficient than selfish or closed-minded agents
in control of the public opinion.

Social Networks, Informed Agents, Innovation Diffusion, Bounded Confidence, Opinion
Dynamics, Opinion Formation

 Introduction
One of the interesting topics in social and political science is opinion formation and diffusion. A
significant amount of work in the literature of social networks has been assigned to modeling and
analysis of these processes (Castellano et al. 2009; Sobkowicz 2009). These simplified models,
although not able to precisely predict real world observations in some cases, help us understand
important factors that govern these phenomena.

In the existing models, society is described as a graph whose nodes represent the individuals and
the edges represent their social relations. Each node has a property that represents its opinion. The
opinion takes discrete (Alaali et al. 2008; Huang et al. 2008) or continuous (Galam 2008; Caruso &
Castorina 2005) values.

Opinions of individuals can affect each other based on different rules. In the voter model opinion of a
randomly selected individual is updated to the opinion of one of its neighbors (Krapivsky & Redner
2003). Based on social impact theory in psychology a model is proposed in Latane (1981) which
updates the opinion according to two factors: neighbors' strength of persuasiveness to change the
opinion and supportiveness to keep the current opinion (Lewenstein et al. 1992). The evolution of
continuous opinion based on neighbors whose opinions are close to the person is introduced in the
bounded confidence model (Deffuant et al. 2001; Hegselmann & Krause 2002). In the Axelrod model
culture of a person is represented by a vector of opinions. People who are similar will interact more
and people become more similar when they interact (Axelrod 1997). In Viral marketing models,
people based on their strength and neighbors' threshold can influence neighbors for changing their
decision (Leskovec et al. 2006). In models based on game theory, two people would benefit only
when they have same opinion or decision among available options (di Mare & Latora 2007).
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Although lots of research has been done on the mentioned models, in all of them except the bounded
confidence model, opinion (or culture) is a binary variable (or vector) which is a good description for
several situations. However, in cases such as opinion of an individual about political issues, the
opinion can vary smoothly and describing that with only a binary value is oversimplified. Here a
continuous opinion is more appropriate. Since opinion formation by informed agents, which is the
focus of our study in this paper, is based on smooth and gradual changes in opinions, the bounded
confidence model is adopted as the base model.

Independent of opinion update rule, different approaches for opinion formation in a society can be
used. Diffusion of opinion can accelerate where opinion leaders or key players are engaged (Valente
& Davis 1999; Valente & Pumpuang 2006; Borgatti 2006). However, finding the opinion leaders
needs global knowledge about the topology of the network. Moreover, convincing the leaders to
accept and propagate our desired opinion might be costly, if not impossible.

Another approach to opinion formation based on incorporating extremist agents has been
investigated (Amblard & Deffuant 2004; Deffuant et al. 2004). It is shown for the bounded confidence
model that, guiding the society toward a desired opinion is possible only when individuals of the
society have great plasticity i.e. get influenced by the opinion of extremists even when it is very far
from their belief. This assumption might not always hold.

Instead of focusing on a subset of specific individuals, we would like to investigate whether common
individuals are able to lead opinions in a society or not? And if so, how many of them are required?
We think this could be possible when a small number of common individuals act in unison. These
individuals should be aware of our desired opinion and act as our hidden advertisers; therefore they
are called Informed Agents (Couzin 2009; Couzin et al. 2005).

Couzin et al. (Couzin et al. 2005) showed that among a group of foraging or migrating animals only a
small fraction of them have the proper information about the location of food source, or about the
migration route. But these informed agents can guide the whole group through simple social
interactions. The bigger the group is, the smaller the fraction of the required informed agents is.
Halloy et al (Halloy et al. 2007) showed in real experiments that informed robots in a mixed-society of
animals and robots can control the aggregation behavior of the mixed-society through microscopic
interactions.

Although informed agents internally have a different specific motivation, externally they could be
chosen randomly or voluntarily. That is why we say informed agents are common people in the
society different from special people or groups such as opinion leaders.

Neither the informed agents nor regular agents are not aware of the type of other agents and no body
monitor or control them; they are a swarm of dispersed individuals interacting with other people in the
society. We assume agents are aware of opinion of their neighbors. The informed agents should
pretend to have an opinion similar to their neighbors in the network, so their neighbors accept their
words more easily. We think if informed agents, intentionally and gradually, change their own opinion
toward the desired goal, these small changes would diffuse through the neighbors to the whole
network. So a shift in the public opinion might arise

In this paper we study the performance of informed agents and see how agents with different levels
of plasticity influence the society. The proposed model, which we named Informed Agent (IA) model,
is based on the bounded confidence model presented in (Deffuant et al. 2001; Hegselmann & Krause
2002; Lorenz 2007).

The paper is organized as follows: First, the bounded confidence model is explained. Then our IA
model and the proposed strategy for implicit coordination of informed agents are explained. Finally,
the simulation process is described and the results are discussed.

 The bounded confidence model
In the bounded confidence model each individual has an opinion, x and an uncertainty level, u about
its opinion. Neighbors whose opinion lie within [ x - u , x + u] can influence the individual. We refer to
this region as the opinion interval of the individual.

In (Deffuant et al. 2001) all individuals have the same uncertainties except for extremists whose
opinions are set close to an extreme point and their uncertainties are assumed to be very small. If the
difference between opinions of two neighbors is smaller than their uncertainty level, their opinion will
be updated according to:

x = x + µ ( x' - x ) (1)
x' = x' + µ ( x - x' ) (2)
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where x and x' are opinions of the individuals and µ is the convergence (or influence) factor taken
between 0 and 0.5. The two agents will converge to the average of their opinions before the
interaction for µ = 0.5. For any value of u and µ, the average opinion of the agents' pair is the same
before and after interaction, so the average opinion of the population is invariant of dynamics
(Castellano et al. 2009). Thus the bounded confidence model cannot model the public opinion shift in
a society.

Despite the initial uniform configuration of opinions, at each time step, two randomly chosen agents
become closer to each other. So the initial distribution changes and the agents near the boundary of
the opinion space are attracted to its center and gradually shape clusters of opinions. As time passes
the clusters get closer. Once they got far enough from the other clusters, the difference of opinions
for agents in different clusters exceeds the uncertainty. Thus only agents inside the same cluster can
interact, and opinions of all agents in the cluster converge to the same value (Castellano et al. 2009).
Monte Carlo simulations shows that the number of clusters at the end of simulation is approximated
by1/(2u).(Fortunato 2004)

 Our proposed model
In our proposed model, opinion x(t) is represented by a real number in [ -1, +1 ]. Individuals are
divided into two types: informed agent, and the majority. Informed agents are the individuals who
intentionally and invisibly try to change the public opinion. They do this by pretending to have close
opinion to their neighbors in order to strengthen their neighborhood and influence them meanwhile.

This strategy has a social reason: if people think you sit on the other side they might ignore your
opinion; whereas feeling you by their side, albeit disagreement in some cases might not seem an
important matter to them (Burger 1999). It is assumed that neither the majority nor the informed
agents are aware of the other informed agents. Each type of agent has its own opinion update rule.

The opinion update rule for the majority is based on the bounded confidence model: Assume at time
step t, a member of the majority is randomly selected with uniform distribution (say its opinion is xi (t)
and its uncertainty level is ui). Then one of its neighbors is chosen randomly (say its opinion is xj (t)).

Opinion of the majority is shaped from two force components: a social force, toward a neighbor, in
order to accept influence from the neighbors and get close to them; and a self-force, toward its own
opinion. If | xi (t) - xj (t) | < ui, the neighbor will influence the member of the majority by:

xi(t+1) = wiMN(t) xj(t) + wiMS(t) xi(t) (3)

where wi
 MN and wi

 MS and are the weight of neighbor's and self opinion respectively. The weights
are specified according to:

wiMN(t) = WMN * ( 1+ α * r1(t) ) (4)

wiMS(t) = WMS * ( 1+ α * r2(t) ) (5)

where WMN and WMS are configuration constants and WMN +WMS=1. α ∈ [0,0.5] is also a
configuration constant and r1 (t), r2 (t) ∈ [-1,+1] are uniform random numbers representing all
sources that affect and change the amount of attention to neighbor's and self opinion in different
people. Since (1+ α *r1 (t)) and (1+ α *r2 (t)) can become more than 1, depending on xj (t) and xi (t),
the xi (t+1) may become larger than +1 or smaller than -1. Considering the definition of opinion in this
model and the valid interval of [-1,+1], if xi (t+1) in Eq.3 becomes larger than +1 or smaller than -1, it
will be cut to +1 and -1 respectively. It is assumed that Wi

 MS > Wi
 MN .

The opinion update rule for the informed agents must satisfy three requirements: First, informed
agents must be under influence of their neighbors in order to accompany to them. Second, the weight
they give to themselves should be negligible in order to be in higher conformance with neighbors.
Third, they should gradually move their opinion toward the desired goal wherever they can, except
when social force dictates otherwise.

Therefore, the opinion update rule for the informed agents has three force components: a social force
and a self-force like the majority and a goal force, an attraction force toward the desired goal i.e. the
opinion the informed agent would like the society to reach.

To stay close to neighbors, informed agents should have a very wide uncertainty level. This way,
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neighbors can influence them and their opinion becomes near to the average opinion of the
neighbors. Knowing that opinions belong to [-1, +1], it is enough to set the uncertainty level of the
informed agents to 2.

In summary, the opinion update rule for the informed agents can be described as:

xi(t+1) = wiIN(t) xj(t) + wiIS(t) xi(t) +
wiID(t) xd

(6)

wiIN(t) = WIN * ( 1+ α * r3(t) ) (7)
wiIS(t) = WIS * ( 1+ α * r4(t) ) (8)
wiID(t) = WID * ( 1+ α * r5(t) ) (9)

Where WIN, WIS, and WID are the weights of its neighbor's opinion, its own opinion and the desired
goal respectively and WIN + WIS + WID =1. α ∈ [0,0.5] is also a configuration constant and r3 (t), r4
(t), r5 (t) ∈ [-1,+1] are uniform random numbers similar to r1 (t) and r2 (t). Like Eq.3, if xi (t+1) in Eq.6
become larger than +1 or smaller than -1, it will be set to +1 and -1 respectively.

 Simulations
At the beginning of a run a random network is built. Then some individuals are selected randomly and
set as informed agents. At each time step a node and one of its neighbors are selected randomly.
The opinion of the selected individual is updated according to Eq.3 or Eq.6 based on its type. The
simulation goes on until the society reaches consensus or at most 100,000 steps are passed.
Interpreting the opinion of each agent as his agreement (positive value) or disagreement (negative
value) on a subject, the consensus can be supposed as a situation where most of the individual in
the society agree or disagree on that subject. We say consensus is reached when more than 90% of
the society either all have positive opinions (agree) or all have negative opinions (disagree).

Informed agents try to move the consensus point to a positive value. So, +1 is defined as the desired
goal of the informed agents. The parameter setting is shown in Table 1. In this table, average nodal
degree means the average of number of neighbors of all individuals. In the next sections the
parameters are same as this table except when it is mentioned explicitly. All simulations are averaged
over 30 runs.

Table 1: Parameter settings for simulations

Parameter Value
Initial opinions Uniform(-1,+1)
Average nodal degree (K) 30
Network type Random
Maximum simulation steps 100,000
Total population size 1000
α 0.25

Majority

Population 900
Uncertainty level (UM) 0.5
Weight of self-opinion (WMS) 0.7
Weight of neighbors' opinion (WMN) 0.3

Informed agents

Population 100
Uncertainty level (UI) 2
Weight of self-opinion (WIS) 0.0
Weight of neighbors' opinion (WIN) 0.7
Weight of desired goal (WID) 0.3
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Temporal evolution of opinions

Fig.1 shows temporal evolution of opinion formation process. Fig.1a shows the number of individuals
with positive opinion at different time steps. Fig.1b shows the averaged opinion of the informed
agents, the majority and the whole society at each time step.

As described before, at each time step a node and one of its neighbors are selected randomly and
the opinion of the selected individual is updated according to Eq.3 or Eq.6 based on its type. On the
other hand in all simulations population size is equal to 1000. So average number of interactions per
agent during the simulations is t/1000, where t is the time step. (Both t and t/1000 are shown as
labels of the related axis)

Figure 1a. Temporal evolution of the opinion formation process. (a) Number of individuals
with positive opinion.
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Figure 1b. Temporal evolution of the opinion formation process. (b) Averaged opinion of
individuals.

From Fig.1a it is clear that at the beginning, 50% of the whole society, the majority, and the informed
agents have positive opinions. Fig.1b shows the informed agents, who are distributed uniformly in the
society, rapidly change their opinion and keep a fixed distance to the majority. Their opinion moves
along with the majority and stay in their uncertainty interval. Meanwhile they move a little toward the
desired goal, +1.

After 30,000 time steps the gradual movement toward the desired goal is accelerated. After 70,000
time steps, more than 90% of the whole population has positive opinions. So a consensus is reached
at this time step, however to see what happens afterward, the simulation is continued until 100,000
steps. Finally, informed agents could shift the public opinion close to 0.4.

It was mentioned that in the bounded confidence model the individuals' opinion split into opinion
clusters. However, it did not happen here. This is because the informed agents stay close to their
neighbors and in their uncertainty interval. They try to influence their neighbors gradually, whenever it
is possible. Little by little the society members change their opinion toward positive values. So
nobody is left behind. However, as it is discussed in the next sections, depending on the
characteristics of informed agents it is possible to split the society into two clusters of opinions.

Number of informed agents

Fig.2a shows the fraction of whole population whose opinions are positive at the end (minimum of
100,000 time steps or reaching a consensus) of run versus the population size of the informed
agents. The results show only 20 informed agents, i.e. 2% of the whole population, are required to
shift the public opinion toward a point where almost 90% of opinions are positive. Even 5 informed
agents can move 75% of the population towards +1. According to our definition of consensus, the
fraction cannot go beyond 90% since the simulation is terminated at this point.

Fig.2b shows that the consensus time decreases when population of informed agents increases.
However when population reaches 30, consensus time does not decrease significantly.
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Figure 2a. Impact of the number of informed agents on consensus (a) Fraction of people
with positive opinion

Figure 2b. Impact of the number of informed agents on consensus (b) Consensus time.

Network Structure

Three network structures are analyzed: random, scale-free, and small-world. The networks are built
based on the methods described in (Boccaletti et al. 2006). The structural parameters are set
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according to Table 2.

Table 2: Structural network parameters

Network Type Parameter Value
Random Probability of link creation between two nodes 0.03
Scale-free Number of initial isolated nodes 25
Small-world Rewiring probability 0.02

Average nodal degree 30

Fig.3 shows the fraction of whole population whose opinions are positive at the end of run versus the
population size of the informed agents. The results show that performance of informed agents in
random networks and scale-free networks are almost same. However, behavior of the small-world
network is completely different; the informed agents seem to be unable to change the public opinion
easily. Although their gain gets larger with the size of their population but the increase is very small
comparing to the other network structures.

In order to investigate this result we calculated the average distance and the clustering coefficient for
the three types of graphs. Average distance is defined as the average length of the shortest path
between pairs of nodes in a graph. Clustering coefficient for a node is defined as the number of
available edges between neighbors of a node divided by the number of possible edges between
them. Clustering coefficient for a graph is defined as the average clustering coefficient of its nodes.
The average distance and clustering coefficient of a small-world network (Watts & Strogatz 1998)
can be manipulated by changing the rewiring probability in the network creation process; the average
distance and the clustering coefficient would decrease, if the rewiring probability increases.

Figure 3. Impact of network structure on consensus

In Fig.4 the average distance and the clustering coefficient are plotted along with the fraction of
individuals with positive opinion for different type of graphs and different parameter settings. It is seen
that as the average distance gets smaller, the fraction of individuals increases. By the time the
distance gets close to 2.5, the fraction gets very close to 90% trend line. After that the fraction does
not change a lot. This observation agrees with the claim made in (Borgatti 2006) about the
importance of distance in solving Key Players Problem (positive version).
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Figure 4. Network properties and their impacts on the fraction of individuals with positive
opinion. The numbers that come with different types of graphs on the horizontal axis are:

rewiring probability for small-world networks, number of initial nodes for scale free networks,
and average nodal degree for random networks.

In the following, we explain what happens when the average distance decreases in different network
types:
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In a small-world network with high clustering coefficient, members of communities are densely
connected, while communities have relatively far distances. Therefore, these kinds of networks
consist of communities with low within-community and high between-community distances. In these
networks, opinion of informed agents passes a long distance and meanwhile gets attenuated. If the
average distance is high, the opinion might get lost without reaching many individuals. Even if the
influence of an informed agent extends sufficiently far through a network and reaches an individual,
other members of its community can easily neutralize the efforts of the informed agent and reset the
opinion of their neighbor. So, these communities have large inertia that makes them resist strongly
against any change. As a result, the number of informed agents that is required to shift the public
opinion in a small-world network increases with the clustering coefficient. This observation is in
agreement with (Easley & Kleinberg 2010) on the relationship between clusters and cascades.

In order to investigate this hypothesis about the impact of average distance and clustering
coefficient, the performance of informed agents has to be studied on networks that had same
average distance but different clustering coefficient and also in networks with same clustering
coefficient and different average distance. So, the model of network with communities (Newman &
Girvan 2003) was used. In this model, for a specific number of communities, it is possible to
generate networks with different average distance and clustering coefficients through changing the
within community probability and between communities probability.

The results of simulations done with different networks can be summarized as:

If the number of communities is high: informed agents succeed. √
If the number of communities is low:

If the average distance is low: informed agents succeed. √
If the average distance is high:

If the clustering coefficient is low: informed agents succeed. √
If the clustering coefficient is high: informed agents fail. x

When the number of communities is low, the results completely support the above hypothesis and
show that the average distance is more important than the clustering coefficient.

When the number of communities is high, the society is made up of a large number of small-sized
comminutes. Since the informed agents are chosen randomly with uniform distribution among people
in the society, in each of these small communities there probably exist an informed agent. Since the
communities are small, the informed agents can easily influence other members and successfully
shifts the average opinion of that community. So, in this situation independent of average distance
and clustering, the informed agents succeed.

The result for scale-free networks is similar to random networks with low average degrees and
small-world networks with high-rewiring probabilities. All of them have relatively short average
distances and low clustering coefficients. As a result, opinions of informed agents reach common
individuals through relatively multiple short paths, without so much attenuation, and without the
problem of neutralization by other members of the majority.

A random network with high average degree has high clustering coefficient and relatively short
average distance. These kinds of networks consist of entangled communities that have low within-
community and low between-community distances (high density, high overlap). This time
communities help, because opinions of informed agents reach common individuals through shorter
paths without that much attenuation. As a result, the opinion remains longer in the society and can
influence the members of the majority via multiple paths.

Nodal degree

As defined before, average nodal degree means the average number of neighbors of all individuals.
Fig.5 shows impact of the average nodal degree of individuals, K, on the opinion formation process in
a random network. Simulations are done for four different values of K (5, 30, 500, and complete
graph). Fig.5a shows the fraction of people with positive opinion at the end of runs and Fig.5b shows
the required time for consensus to happen.

It is clear in Fig.5a that higher nodal degrees do not affect the ultimate consensus point even in a
complete graph. However, Fig.5b shows, higher nodal degrees lead to earlier consensus formation
and in a complete graph the society reach a consensus before than the other networks. The reason
is that all random networks have relatively short average distances (2.37, 1.5, 1 for K=30, 500, and
complete graph respectively). The distance gets shorter by increasing the average nodal degree.
The short average distance along with a high nodal degree leads to diffusion of opinion to more
individuals in the society through short paths. So, spreading process is accelerated and thus
consensus happens earlier.
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Figure 5a. Impact of average nodal degree on consensus (a) Fraction of people with
positive opinion

Figure 5b. Impact of average nodal degree on consensus (b) Consensus time.

Characteristics of informed agents

In the proposed model, WIS, WIN, and WID are the weight of attention to self-opinion, neighbor's
opinion and, the desired goal, respectively. Also, UI is the uncertainty level of the informed agents.
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These parameters can be interpreted as characteristics of the informed agents. In this section
impacts of these parameters are investigated.

In the first experiments WID is fixed to 0.1 and WIS and WIN change so that WIS + WIN =0.9. An
informed agent with high WIS and low WIN is like a selfish person whose opinion is not influenced by
the others. An informed agent with low WIS and high WIN is like a social person who cares about the
others more than himself. An informed agent with high uncertainty level is like an open-minded
person who is open to be influenced by the opinion of different people.

Figure 6. Impact of characteristics on the fraction of people with positive opinion: WID =0.1
and WIN =0.9 - WIS.

Fig.6 shows how the fraction of people with positive opinion at the end of run changes with WIS and
WIN =0.9 - WIS. It is seen that by increasing WIS (consequently decreasing WIN) number of people
with positive opinion decreases. In this situation the informed agents care less about their neighbors.
So they move toward the desired goal very fast and leave their neighbors behind. Therefore, their
opinion gets out of the uncertainty interval of their neighbors and loses the ability to exert influence
over them.

Fig.7 shows why this type of agent cannot efficiently influence the public opinion. Each pixel in the
figure shows the number of people who have a specific opinion at a specific step of the simulation.
The more the individuals that have the opinion the brighter the point is drawn.

Fig.7a corresponds to selfish agents. Bifurcation into different localized opinion clusters which is
similar to this situation has already been reported for the bounded confidence model (Deffuant et al.
2001). It is seen that the selfish agents move toward the desired goal very fast, so they leave some
neighbors behind and the society is divided into two groups. However, social agents (Fig.7b), who try
to stay close to their neighbors, are able to gradually shift almost the whole society toward the
desired goal.
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Figure 7a. Number of individuals with a specific opinion at different steps when the
informed agents are (a) Selfish agents (agents that care about themselves more than the

society). (Brighter colors indicate more individuals.)

Figure 7b. Number of individuals with a specific opinion at different steps when the
informed agents are (b) Social agents. (Brighter colors indicate more individuals.)

Fig.8 shows the temporal evolution of the opinion formation process for closed-minded agents ( UI
=0.5). Comparing to Fig.1, it is evident that, closed-minded agents are unable to influence the society
very well, neither on the average opinion nor the number of individuals with positive opinion. Fig.8a
shows that closed-minded agents can increase the number of individuals with positive opinion only
by 150 after 100,000 steps, while open-minded informed agents ( UI = 2) can change the opinion of
more than 90% of society in less than 70,000 time steps (Fig.1a).

Overally, we can say, when conflicting opinions can pose a serious obstacle against acceptance of



an opinion, informed agents must comply with their neighbors in order to have their attention. The
compliance can take place through both giving more value to neighbors' opinions and being more
open to different opinions. Once they get the chance to influence on them (even very small) they
bring the neighbor a bit closer to the goal. These small effects spread in the whole network and
gradually bring the whole society to a closer distance of the ultimate goal.

Figure 8a. Temporal evolution of the opinion formation process with closed-minded agents (
U I =0.5)). (a) Number of individuals with positive opinion.

Figure 8b. Temporal evolution of the opinion formation process with closed-minded agents
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( U I =0.5)). (b) Averaged opinion of individuals.

 Conclusion
In this research a computational model for opinion formation by informed agents was proposed.
Informed agents pretend to have similar opinion to other people in the society in order to get close to
them and find the opportunity to influence them. Then, they move their opinion little by little and this
way they are able to shift the public opinion toward a preplanned point.

Simulations show that only a small number of informed agents, as a small minority, are required to
successfully change the public opinion. Simulations also show that increasing the inter-connectivity
of individuals, i.e. the average degree, can help the informed agents in decreasing the consensus
time. However, creating communities with low within-community distances and high between-
community distances (like small-world networks with high clustering coefficients) can easily disarm
the informed agents. Finally, we showed that social and open-minded informed agents can affect the
public opinion more rapidly and efficiently than selfish or closed-minded agents.

For future we would like to study the effect of competing informed agents i.e. when two groups of
informed agents with opposing opinion compete with each other.

In our study we chose the informed agents randomly. Interesting topic would be to choose the
informed agents among a specific subset of the nodes e.g. the hubs in a scale-free network.

Another interesting work would be to study the effect of different opinions on each other. That is when
opinion of a person is a vector that represents its opinion about multiple subjects. These subjects
could either be independent or dependent.
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